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Thank you very much for having "Cape Tompson" sent to me and 
for the NIKON advertisement and firat of all for your letter, 
which I have been very slow at answering.

I have spent a quiet and bpsy autumn preparing for an examen 
in physics in the middle of January, and thus I have not hade 
much time to look into the marine~materlal from ThuleT have , 
however, through Vibe got money enough to pay four fellow students 
to sort out the whole collection minutely, and that is an enormous 
help as it would take me about 1-lj- year to do it alone.

At a brief look it is evident that our knowledge of the fauna 
in this area has been considerably widened, and thus the possibi
lity of taking a step or two out of the almost complete zoogeo- 
graphical darknes covering North Greenland and related areas in 
the marine field.

Also I feel certain, that in my own line, the Amphipodsf there 
are at least two species new to science. --

To avoid any further prolongation of my study I have had to 
reject .two plans for the comming summer.-(Thule or Ellesmere Is.).
But as soon as' possible I shalTBe baokTh the cold Tor renewed* * - t ' y.investigations. * ,
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I send the best wishes to you and your family for a merry 
Christmas and happy and bright New Year, - and don't forget to 
let me know if you happen to come around.
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Yours sincerely,
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